
Multi-Platform Drama Series: 18 x 5-7 minutes. TV Movie also available.



Set in the privileged and picturesque world of Malibu, 
California, this compelling teen drama from leading 
multiplatform studio Vuguru is based on the critically 
acclaimed novel from renowned TV and fiction writer Liz 
Tigelaar (Dawson’s Creek, Brothers & Sisters). The story 
centres on Charlie and Krista Brown, two sisters at opposite 
ends of the popularity spectrum, who must learn to play 
together on the sports field and in life...  

For Charlie (Adelaide Kane), life at the elite Beachwood 
Academy means a daily onslaught of bullying and teasing. 
A tough loner, she likes to do her own thing, which includes 
surfing the waves of the beautiful Malibu shores. Krista 
(Crystal Young), Charlie’s older sister, couldn’t be more 
opposite. Smart, pretty and dating the most popular boy  
in school, she’s very territorial with a strong mean streak 
that’s regularly directed at her sister.

Against the backdrop of high-end lifestyles and even 
higher expectations, the sisters’ relationship is  
a tumultuous one and their rivalry runs deep. So,  
when they are both recruited for the high school soccer 
team, will they be able to work together and face their 
differences in time to reach the championships?

The drama plays out amidst a cast of characters – 
Beachwood’s queen bee and resident mean girl Brooks 
(Jess Adams); Krista’s boyfriend and popular rich boy Cam 
(Guy Wilson); the cool and motivating assistant coach 
Noah (Matthew Florida) who’s just out of high school; and 
teammates Danni (Janelle Velasquez) and Pickle (Shanica 
Knowles), who see Charlie for the awesome and fearless 
player that she is.  

Portraying universal themes of acceptance, strength, 
romance and forgiveness, Pretty Tough reveals the true bonds 
that exist between sisters and friends – which sometimes 
only emerge when they are faced with the toughest of tests...

Based on a novel by: Liz Tigelaar (Dawson’s Creek, American Dreams, Brothers & Sisters, Life Unexpected)
Writer: Marguerite MacIntyre
Producer: Tim Williams (GreeneStreet Films)
Director: Stewart Hendler (Summit Entertainment’s Sorority Row)
Starring: Adelaide Kane (Power Rangers R.P.M.), Crystal Young (Lonelygirl15), Matthew Florida (90210), 
Guy Wilson (Cold Case), Jess Adams, Janelle Velasquez (CSI: Miami, 90210), 
Shanica Knowles (Hannah Montana), Beth Behrs and Dalila Ali Rajah
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